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Abstract 
 
The thesis Golden Trail: A homeland-study magazine of region of Hus and Chelčický 
deals with the topic of Czech homeland-study magazines of first half of the twentieth century. 
It describes basic characteristics of this type of magazines and their history. 
The work characterises the specifics of homeland-study magazines on the example of 
the Golden Trail, which is a typical representative of this type of magazines. Golden Trail 
was published by a group of teachers in Vodňany from 1927 to 1948 with a break during the 
Second World War.  
The thesis describes magazines’ history, goals, financial sources, explains, how it was 
prepared for publishing, who were the editors and authors of the articles etc. It also analyses 
the content of the magazines. It describes the main topics, article types, the sections and their 
evolution. The subject of the analyses were three volumes of the magazine – number one 
(published in the years 1928–1929), number twelve (1938–1939) and number seventeen 
(1948–1949).  
 
